Giving you the facts that count...
09 October

Chief Executive Officer John Cryan is losing the support of some
investors just seven months into Deutsche Bank AG’s latest turnaround
plan.
Days before Donald Trump decides whether to decertify Iran’s
compliance with the 2015 nuclear deal, the top voices in Washington
seeking to minimize the damage from any such move are key U.S.
allies.
Saudi Aramco plans to make “the deepest customer allocation cuts in
its history” in oil supplies in November to help reduce global inventories
and balance the market.
The Singaporean venture capital firm led by Finian Tan, who made
his name investing early in Chinese search giant Baidu Inc., has
completed its largest fundraising yet to bankroll global deals.

10 October

Catalan President Carles Puigdemont said that he’ll seek talks with
the government in Madrid over the future of his region in Spain,
rowing back from an immediate declaration of independence that
threatened to turn a constitutional crisis into an economic one.
Bank of England Governor Mark Carney is ready to raise interest rates
from a position of economic weakness rather than strength.
Hawaii says President Donald Trump’s latest attempt to restrict
foreigners’ travel to the U.S. is just the latest outgrowth of his stated
aim to enact a total and complete shutdown of Muslims entering the
country.
The scandal engulfing Kobe Steel Ltd. that’s rocked industrial Japan
deepened on Wednesday as the steelmaker said its falsification of
product data extended beyond copper and aluminum with incorrect
information found on iron powder.

11 October
Less than a decade after the last major banking crisis, Goldman Sachs
Group Inc. and JPMorgan Chase & Co. are offering investors a new
way to bet on the next one.
Bitcoin is so close to making a new record and it could be because it’s
taking market share from its smaller cousins.
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U.S. central bankers are looking for clues that underlying strength in
the economy will underwrite their plans to raise interest rates for a third
time this year, a record of their meeting last month showed, as officials
wrestled with why inflation remains so low.
Corporate scandals may be tainting Japan’s once-revered business
reputation, but at least one market isn’t perturbed: equities.

12 October

Brexit talks are deadlocked with the U.K. side hoping European leaders
will throw Prime Minister Theresa May a bone at a summit next week.
It’s likely to be disappointed.
Italian Prime Minister Paolo Gentiloni won a vote in parliament on
reform of the electoral system, averting the risk of a government crisis
and early elections.
The Trump administration withdrew the U.S. from the United Nations
cultural organization, saying it’s biased against Israel and citing its
decision to admit the Palestinian territories as a member state.
Samsung Electronics Co. Vice Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Kwon Oh-hyun is stepping down after more than three decades at
the company, saying that he’s making way for new leadership amid a
corruption trial surrounding the de facto chief.

13 October

London house prices are falling at their fastest pace since the
aftermath of the financial crisis, confirming the British capital as the
worst-performing part of a slowing market.
Don’t celebrate too soon. That was the key message as policy makers
and investors left Washington on Sunday after attending the annual
meetings of the International Monetary Fund and World Bank.
As billionaire Arkady Rotenberg’s builders race to finish a bridge to
Crimea, Vladimir Putin already has a new mega-project lined up for
his childhood friend.
Li Ka-Shing’s CK Asset Holdings Ltd. sold its 75 percent holding in
The Center to a Chinese-led group for HK$40.2 billion ($5.15 billion),
a record for a Hong Kong office tower, the Hong Kong Economic
Journal reported.
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